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The woman who can see 100 times more colors than
you can

Concetta Antico, who made the paintings above and below, is an artist known for being a tetrachromat, meaning a genetic difference in her eyes enables her to see approximately 100 times more colors than an average person. "I see colors you cannot perceive or imagine," Antico says. (Previous BB
posts about Antico here and here.)
While the vast majority of peoples' eyes contain three kinds of cone sensitive to different wavelengths of light, tetrachromats have four. Apparently the genetic difference isn't very rare, but only a
tiny fraction of those who have it actually develop unique perception. Why? UC Irvine researcher
Kimberly Jameson and University of Nevada's Alissa Winkler studied Antico, another tetrachromat,
and an artist with regular vision. From David Robson's article at BBC Future:
The experiment tested the participants’ sensitivity to different levels of "luminance! at certain
wavelengths of light; put simply, with Antico’s eye’s extra cone, she should be picking up more
light, meaning that she could see very subtle differences in the brightness of certain shades.
Sure enough, Antico proved to be more sensitive than the average person, particularly when
looking at reddish tones – a finding that perfectly matched the predictions from her genetic
test.
As Jameson had suspected, Antico also performed much better than the other potential tetrachromat who was not an artist – supporting the idea that her colour training had been crucial
for the development of her abilities.
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Using these results, Jameson then reconstructed some photos to give us a better idea of the
way the world may look to Antico. Although it would be impossible to recreate the exact picture she sees, the photos highlight which areas would be most sensitive to Antico; in the scene
above, for instance, the highlighted patches show the areas most affected by her tetrachromacy. When I ask her what the scene would look like in her eyes, she says the hillsides are orangey pink, while there tends to be a lot of violet in the deadwood. Grass, she says, is iridescent, and the bushes are “bright orange yellow olive green”. “Now I have a whole new appreciation of what everybody else is not seeing,” she says. “It’s very shocking to me. Even when I
found out I had tetrachromacy, I didn’t understand the extent of the differences in what I’m
seeing and what regular folks are seeing.”
More at the BBC.
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East Harlem's secret museum of gorgeous junk rescued from NYC's
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trash
You can’t walk up to the Treasures in the Trash collection in the New York City Sanitation Department’s east
Harlem warehouse, but if you’re lucky enough to get an
in, you’ll find retired sanitation worker Nelson Molina’s
meticulously organized displays of the wonders he rescued from the landfill.
READ THE REST

Surreal siege engines and a ruined mansion: new work from CGI artist
Jim Kazanjian
CGI artist Jim Kazanjian’s work is both surreal and hyper-real, looking for all the world like photos of true,
improbable things.
READ THE REST

Cornell University gets a grant to catalog and preserve Afrika
Bambaataa's hiphop archive
Afrika Bambaataa concluded his inaugural three year
term as the visiting scholar at Cornell’s Hip Hop Collection by donating his personal library of 450 containers
of 20,000 hand-annotated vinyl records, as well as other
archival materials.
READ THE REST

Start Building VR and 3D Games Today: Save 92% on the VR and 3D
Game Dev Bundle
Games are awesome. They were awesome when you
were a kid, slamming buttons on the old Nintendo controller. And now games are extra awesome with all the
technology at hand for mobile play and now, virtual reality. Today you can do more than just play with this
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Virtual Reality & 3D Game Developer Bundle that’s […]
READ THE REST

Save 88% on the Ultimate Python Web Development Bundle
If you’ve never heard of it before, you might be picturing a large, terrifying snake. But those in the know, as in,
everyone who’s ever used a computer like a boss, knows
that python is the programming behind the internet’s
all-stars. You can learn to use it too and start building incredible products and beautiful […]
READ THE REST

Say goodbye to insane letter, number and symbol combos: Simplify
your security with Password Boss
Everything requires a login these days, and you’re only
one person. Experts tell you to mix it up with your passwords, never use the same one twice, add numbers, then
symbols, on and on. But how to remember all that? You
spend way too much time resetting your passwords, and
don’t feel much more secure […]
READ THE REST

Read the rules you agree to by using this website in our Terms of Service.
Boing Boing uses cookies and analytics trackers, and is supported by advertising, merchandise
sales and affiliate links. Read about what we do with the data we gather in our Privacy Policy.
Who will be eaten first? Our forum rules are detailed in the Community Guidelines.
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